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ABSTRACT: Vertically aligned few-layered graphene (FLG) nanoﬂakes were synthesized on bare silicon (Si) substrates by a microwave plasma enhanced chemical vapor
deposition method. In situ nitrogen (N2) plasma treatment was carried out using electron
cyclotron resonance plasma, resulting in various nitrogen functionalities being grafted to
the FLG surface. Compared with pristine FLGs, the N2 plasma-treated FLGs showed
signiﬁcant improvement in ﬁeld emission characteristics by lowering the turn-on ﬁeld
(deﬁned at 10 μA/cm2) from 1.94 to 1.0 V/μm. Accordingly, the ﬁeld emission current
increased from 17 μA/cm2 at 2.16 V/μm for pristine FLGs to about 103 μA/cm2 at 1.45
V/μm for N-doped FLGs. Furthermore, N-doped FLG samples retained 94% of the
starting current over a period of 10 000 s, during which the ﬂuctuations were of the order
of (10.7% only. The ﬁeld emission behavior of pristine and N2 plasma-treated FLGs is explained in terms of change in the eﬀective
microstructure as well as a reduction in the work function as probed by X-ray photoelectron valence band spectroscopy.

have been no reports of ﬁeld emission from heteroatom-doped
vertically aligned FLG nanoﬂakes. We have recently reported on
the synthesis and possible growth mechanism of vertically
aligned FLG nanoﬂakes on bare silicon substrates using an
MPECVD system.14 The resultant morphology of the optimized
structure, with terminal atomically thin layers and a robust
physical structure, makes it an ideal candidate for the exploration
of ﬁeld emission properties. In situ nitrogen (N2) plasma treatment
of pristine FLGs was carried out using a room-temperature, lowpressure electron cyclotron resonance (ECR) plasma system. The
change in the microstructure and chemical bonding of the FLGs
upon N2 plasma treatment was studied using a variety of techniques,
such as Raman spectroscopy, transmission electron microscopy
(TEM), and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). The inﬂuence of N2 plasma treatment and its role in ﬁeld emission
characteristics of FLGs is discussed in detail.

’ INTRODUCTION
Field emission (FE) has been extensively explored from
various exotic low dimensional carbon nanomaterials, such as
amorphous carbon ﬁlms,1 single and multiwalled carbon nanotubes (CNTs),2 tubular graphitic cones,3 vertically aligned
nanowalls,4 few-layered graphene (FLG) nanoﬂakes,5,6 and,
more recently, from doped and pristine graphene.7,8 Graphene,
a two-dimensional monatomic plane layer of hexagonally arrayed
sp2-hybridized carbon atoms forms the backbone of all the
above-mentioned carbon nanostructures.9 The highly desirable
properties of graphene, such as atomic thickness, excellent
electrical conductivity, and high aspect ratio, make it an ideal
candidate for ﬁeld emission applications.7-9 Also, as compared
to CNTs, the presence of a large number of edges may render
graphene superior for electron tunneling.7 Although FE in CNTs
is highly eﬃcient, it has been shown that heteroatom doping by
elements, such as nitrogen, can further reduce the eﬀective
tunneling potential barrier, thereby reducing the turn-on ﬁeld
and signiﬁcantly increasing the electron emission current.10,11
Nitrogen acts as an electron donor in CNTs because it has ﬁve
valence electrons and causes a shift in the Fermi level (EF) to the
conduction band and increases the electron density of states
(DOS). In the case of graphene, theoretical studies have shown
that substitutional heteroatom doping can modulate the band
structure of graphene, leading to a metal-semiconductor transition, thereby expanding the applications of graphene.12,13
Although Malesevic et al.5 and Qi et al.6 have shown the ﬁeld
emission behavior of pristine and Ar plasma-treated FLG nanoﬂakes, respectively, to the best of our knowledge, until now, there
r XXXX American Chemical Society

’ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
The synthesis of FLGs was carried out in a SEKI MPECVD
deposition system, equipped with a 1.5 kW, 2.45 GHz microwave
source. The substrates used were bare n-type heavily doped Si
wafers (resistivity < 0.005 Ω cm) (10 mm  10 mm). Prior to
growth, the substrates were pretreated with N2 plasma at 650 W
at 40 Torr while the substrate temperature was maintained at
900 °C. Synthesis was then carried out using CH4/N2 (gas ﬂow
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ratio = 1:4) plasma at 800 W for a duration of 60 s. The samples
were allowed to cool under a constant N2 ﬂow. The conditions
used were similar to the ones used in our previous publication.14
Further N2 plasma treatment of samples was carried out using
a low-pressure, room-temperature in situ ECR plasma treatment.
The ECR treatment oﬀers the advantages of high dissociation
percentage of process gas and high uniformity of plasma energy
over large areas. The chamber was pumped down to a base
pressure better than 7  10-5 Torr using a combination of a
turbo molecular pump (TMP) and a rotary pump. The condition
at which resonance occurs for electrons is a function of the
excitation frequency of the alternating electric ﬁeld and the
strength of the static magnetic ﬁeld. In our system, as mentioned
before, the excitation source is 2.45 GHz and the strength of the
static magnetic ﬁeld is 875 G. For suﬃcient resonance to occur,
the process pressure should be suﬃciently low. For N doping, we
have used a working pressure of ∼0.025 Pa (1.8  10-4 Torr)
and the microwave power was maintained at 150 W for a
duration of 5 min.
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was performed on a FEI
Quanta 3D operating at 30 kV. High-resolution TEM (HRTEM)
analysis was performed on a JEOL JEM-4000EX operating at
100 kV, for which samples were scraped oﬀ the surface and deposited on 300-mesh holey carbon grids. Raman spectroscopy was
performed using an ISA LabRam system equipped with a
632.8 nm He-Ne laser with a spot size of ∼2-3 μm, yielding
a spectral resolution of better than 2 cm-1. Due care was given to
minimize sample heating by using a low laser power below 2 mW.
FE studies were measured in a high-vacuum chamber with a
parallel diode type conﬁguration with a base pressure around 1.5
 10-6 Torr. The anode is made up of a copper rod with a length
of 18.0 cm and diameter of 1.8 cm that was attached directly to
the micrometer with a least count of 10 μm and ﬁxed on top of
the high-vacuum chamber. The cathode plate has a diamter of
6.0 cm in the middle of which a substrate holder with a height of
0.5 cm and diameter of 1.0 cm was used for mounting the sample.
The samples were ﬁxed to the cathode sample holder using silver
epoxy to ensure good electrical contact. The anode-cathode
distance was adjusted by a micrometer screw (attached to the
anode) controlled from outside the chamber. The samples were
subjected to multiple cycles of voltage sweeps until stable
emission characteristics were obtained.The emission current
was measured by sweeping the voltages using an automatically
controlled Keithley 6514 electrometer and SRS power supply
(model PS-325). For FE stability measurements, 2400 data
points were collected each 5 s apart with an acquistition time
of approximately 3 h.

Figure 1. SEM images of (a) pristine and (b) N-doped FLGs.

The TEM analysis of pristine samples conﬁrmed that the ﬂakes
are made up of a large number of graphitic edges and graphitic
planes. The low-magniﬁcation image (Figure 2a) shows a crumpled
sheetlike morphology with a thick base several hundred nanometers
wide constantly narrowing down along the axial direction, where the
structure is terminated with 1-3 layers of graphene at the top.14 For
N-doped samples, the high-magniﬁcation image conﬁrms the structural and morphological changes occurring upon plasma treatment.
Incorporation of nitrogen in graphene and graphene-based nanostructures, such as carbon nanotubes, has been studied extensively.10,11 It has been shown that the incorporation of nitrogen into
graphite-like structures introduces pentagonal defects in the hexagonal structure of the graphene sheets.10 The formation of
pentagons creates distortion and bending of graphite layers, leading
to graphene sheets with high curvatures and cross-linked structures.10,11 We have observed similar eﬀects of nitrogen doping in our
samples. High-resolution images of pristine FLGs show that the
basal planes are straight and parallel to each other, as shown in
Figure 2c. The N-doping by ECR plasma changes the structure
dramatically, as observed in Figure 2b,d. The original parallel basal
planes of the FLGs get severly distorted and appear buckled with
huge ﬂuctuations in the interplanar spacing, as conﬁrmed by the line
proﬁles taken across the highlighted areas shown in the insets of
Figure 2c,d.

’ RAMAN SPECTROSCOPY
Raman spectroscopy is one of the most powerful nondestructive techniques for characterization of carbon materials. Typical
Raman spectra of FLGs exhibit at least three to four major bands,
(∼1620 cm-1),
denoted as D (∼1330 cm-1), G (∼1580 cm-1), D
-1
14-19
The defect peak intensity,
and (2D) (∼2660 cm ) band.
D, does not have any dependence on the number of graphene
layers but strictly depends on the amount of disorder present in
the structure.15-19 The G peak corresponds to the stretching

vibration mode, E2g phonon at the Brillouin zone center, Γ. The D
peak originates from the symmetry breaking due to the ﬁnite sp2
crystallite size and appears as a shoulder of the G band.18,19 The
(2D) peak is the second order of the D peak, which originates via a
participation of two phonons with opposite wave vectors
(q and -q), leading to momentum conservation. The appearance
of the (2D) band does not require defects for its activation and is
thus always present for crystalline carbon materials.18,19 For analysis
of the band shapes and full width at half-maximum (fwhm) parameters, the Raman spectra were ﬁtted using Lorentzian peak shapes for
 band.20
the D, G, and (2D) bands, and a Gaussian peak for the D
Figure 3a shows the comparative Raman spectra of pristine
and N2 plasma-treated FLGs. For pristine samples grown at 60 s,
the fhwm of the G band is nearly 23.8 cm-1, indicative that FLGs
have a high degree of graphitization. Also, the fwhm of the (2D)

’ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Microstructure of FLGs. Figure 1a,b shows the SEM images
of as-grown and N-doped FLGs, where the vertical alignment to
the substrate can be clearly observed. The vertically aligned
orientation is a unique feature of the MPECVD synthesis route,
and as mentioned before, it provides an excellent structure for
direct investigation of field emission behavior. No discernible
differences between the pristine and the N2 plasma-treated FLGs
could be made out in the SEM images at these magnifications. As
observed here and demonstrated previously as well, the FLGs
present a robust netlike structure with a high degree of interweaving, which increases with the increase in growth time.14
B
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Figure 2. TEM images of (a) pristine FLGs and (b) N-doped FLGs. HRTEM images showing (c) regular and parallel basal planes in pristine FLGs and
(d) distortion and buckling of planes in N-doped FLGs. Insets show planar spacing line proﬁles from highlighted areas.

agreement with previous results by various authors, who have
observed for chemical vapor deposition (CVD) derived few
graphene layers on SiC and metals, one-, two-, and three-layered
graphene samples, which all exhibit a single and sharp Lorentzian
band.24-26 The apparent high value of ID/IG, as compared with
recent studies by other groups,5 is caused by the high density of
ﬂakes and associated large number of edges that predominantly
contribute toward the rise of a defect peak. Also, the use of longer
wavelengths (low excitation energy) leads to an apparent increase of the ID/IG ratio.20 However, the values of fwhm and ID/
IG obtained are signiﬁcantly smaller than those from previously
reported structures, such as carbon nanowalls, nanoﬂakes, etc.,
which usually tend to show a very strong D band owing to their
small crystallite size.4 The above observations strongly support
our microstructural analysis of the previous section that the
synthesized material is indeed few-layered graphene.14
For N2 plasma-treated samples, the ID/IG ratio increased to
about 0.74 from a value of 0.63 for pristine FLGs. In addition to
the diﬀerences in the ID/IG ratio, the spectra also exhibit a
marked broadening of the Raman D band for N-doped samples
(Figure 3b,c). For pristine FLGs, the D band shows a narrow
fwhm of 30.7 cm-1; upon N doping, this value increases to nearly
43 cm-1, implying a larger distribution of the nature of defects
and an enhanced defect density. In the case of the G band, the
change in the fwhm was not very prominent, with a change from
23.4 to 24.5 cm-1. The increase in the fwhm of the bands is in
agreement with the studies of Cuesta et al.27 that indicate that

Figure 3. (a) Raman spectra of pristine and N-doped FLGs. Deconvolution of ﬁrst-order Raman spectra of pristine FLGs (b) and N-doped
FLGs (c). The upshift of the D and G bands upon N-doping is shown by
the dotted line.

band along with the absence of graphitic shoulder is one of the
indicators of an FLG system.5,14,21 In the present study, the fwhm
of the (2D) band is around 43.3 cm-1, which lies within the range
of 35-50 cm-1 observed for few-layered graphene
systems.14,21-23 For the qualitative analysis of carbon nanostructures, the value of ID/IG is considered as the quality factor,
and ideally for highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG), this
value should be zero. For pristine FLG nanoﬂakes grown at 60 s,
the value of ID/IG obtained is around 0.63, whereas the IG/I(2D)
ratio is nearly 1. A similar nature and shape of the G band was
found by Malesevic et al. in their growth of a few-layered
graphene system on silicon and other metals.5 It is also in
C
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ﬁrst-order band broadening correlates strongly with the degree of
graphitic disorder. Similar eﬀects were observed by Gohel et al. in
their study of N2 plasma-treated multiwalled carbon nanotubes.28 Along with the change in the fwhm of the bands, a slight
upshift in the D band can also be observed from approximately
1329 to 1332 cm-1 (Figure 3b,c). This upshift in band positions
has been observed previously as well and is attributed to the
appearance of new and enhanced disorder in the structure.29 The
G peak position upon doping also upshifted slightly from 1580.6
to 1581.6 cm-1 along with the enhanced G band fwhm
(Figure 3b,c). Although the G band peak shifts are more
prominent in electrostatically gated monolayered graphene,30-32
nevertheless, similar stiﬀening of the G band along with fwhm
enhancement has been observed in chemically doped graphene
by Subrahmanyam et al.33 This blue shift of the G band (E2g
mode at Γ) along with the associated broadening of fwhm has
been attributed to the nonadiabatic removal of the Kohn
anomaly from the Brillouin zone center, Γ.30-33 In electric ﬁeld
gating of graphene, by applying suitable bias, both electron and
hole conduction mechanisms are accessible by shifting the Fermi
level and can be observed in the upshift of the G peak in the
Raman spectra for both the cases.30,31 ECR plasma treatment
induces the substitution of electron-donating nitrogen into the
graphene lattice, with the overall eﬀect of a rise in the Fermi level
that is then observed in the blue shift of the G band in Raman
spectra. Similar to the upshift of ﬁrst-order Raman bands, the
second-order Raman bands, too, show changes upon N2 plasma
treatment. The increase in the IG/I(2D) value from 1 for pristine
FLGs to 1.2 for N-doped FLGs is accompanied by the upshift of
the (2D) band from 2661.4 to 2663.1 cm-1. The blue shift of the
band has been observed previously as well by Yan et al.32 The
increase in the value of IG/I(2D) is an indication of increased
disorder and a reduction in the overall crystallinity in N-doped
FLGs and is consistent with those observed in electrostatically
gated graphene.30-32 Hence, both the ﬁrst- and the second-order
Raman spectra suggest an increase in the disorder of N-doped
FLGs, as observed in the HRTEM studies as well as an upshift in
the Fermi level, EF, upon N doping.

Figure 4. (a) WESS of pristine and N-doped FLGs; the inset shows the
change in the high-resolution C 1s spectra. (b) Deconvolution of highresolution N 1s spectra of N-doped FLGs; the inset shows the change in
the high-resolution N 1s spectra. (c) Valence band spectra for pristine
and N-doped FLGs; the lower spectrum shows the diﬀerence between
the two spectra. The inset shows the change in the work function. (d)
Schematic representation of N doping in graphene.

Table 1. XPS Quantiﬁcation Results for Pristine and
N-Doped FLGs
element
atm. concentration % ( standard deviation
sample

C

O

N

pristine FLGs

98.82 ( 0.30

0.49 ( 0.30

0.69 ( 0.22

N-doped FLGs

90.64 ( 0.21

3.06 ( 0.44

6.29 ( 0.24

electronic band gap produces carbons with enhanced metallic/
conductive character.38 Also, an increased asymmetry and broadening has also been attributed to localized lattice disorder arising
from change in bonding conﬁguration, especially a change from
an sp2 to an sp3 bonding structure upon N doping.39
Table 1 shows the elemental quantiﬁcation for pristine and
N-doped FLG samples. It can be clearly observed that the ECR
plasma treatment was successful in modifying the surface of
pristine FLGs by increasing the N content from approximately 0.7
atm. % to nearly 6.3 atm. %. The increase in the nitrogen content is
also accompanied by an increase in the oxygen content due to the
high reactivity of functionalized sites on the graphene ﬂakes.40 Highresolution N 1s spectra were ﬁtted using a Gaussian-Lorentzian mix
function (ratio of 30:70) to identify the diverse chemical bonding
states present in the N-doped FLGs. (Figure 4b). The N 1s spectrum
was deconvoluted into four diﬀerent peaks centered at 399 eV (N1),
399.9 eV (N2), 401.2 eV (N3), and 403 eV (N4). Peak N1 corresponds to a pyridinic structure in which the nitrogen atoms bond with
two carbon atoms.41-44 Peak N2 corresponds to pyrrolic-type nitrogen where nitrogen is bounded to a ﬁve member ring.41-44 The peak
N3 with a binding energy of 401.2 eV is commensurate with the
presence of substitutional nitrogen in aromatic graphene.41-44 The
peak occurring at 403 eV (N4) corresponds to the presence of
pyridine-N-oxide present on the surface. Figure 4d shows the various

’ X-RAY PHOTOELECTRON SPECTROSCOPY
The surface elemental composition of samples was examined
using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy. Figure 4a shows the
wide energy survey scan (WESS) of pristine and N-doped
samples. For pristine FLGs, the nominal amount of nitrogen
and oxygen observed is related to sample exposure to the
ambient environment. For N-doped samples, a pronounced peak
near 400 eV can be clearly observed, which is attributed to the
signal from N 1s states.34 The inset of Figure 4a shows the highresolution C 1s spectra for pristine and N-doped samples. Post
N2 plasma treatment, the C 1s signal broadens and becomes
more asymmetric on the higher binding energy side. For pristine
FLGs, the fwhm of the C 1s band is close to 0.56 eV, which is
commensurate with that of nondoped highly crystalline sp2
carbon, such as the highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG)
value of 0.56 eV.35 For N-doped FLGs, the fwhm of the C 1s
band increases to around 0.68 eV, which can be attributed to a
number of factors. In conductive materials, core-hole screening
imparts an inherent line asymmetry in the XPS spectra, and an
increased asymmetry of the C 1s peak of N-doped FLGs may
denote a change in the electronic DOS.35-37In the case of CNTs,
it is well known that the increase in the population of states in the
D
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’ FIELD EMISSION
Figure 5a shows the ﬁeld emission characteristics of both
pristine and N-doped FLG samples. For pristine samples, the
turn-on ﬁeld (deﬁned for a current density of 10 μA/cm2)
required is 1.9 V/μm, which matches well with values observed
by Malesevic et al. in their report.5 However, upon N-doping, the
turn-on ﬁeld is dramatically reduced to approximately 1.05 V/μm,
corresponding to a reduction of nearly 94%. Also, these values are
signiﬁcantly better than those reported for graphene ﬁlms by
electophoretic deposition,7 screen-printed graphene ﬁlms,52 carbon
nanosheets,53 carbon nanotubes,54 and graphene nanoﬂakes
(GNFs).55 This reduction in turn-on voltage is accompanied by a
huge enhancement of the ﬁeld emission current. For pristine samples,
a maximum current density of 17 μA/cm2 was obtained at
2.16 V/μm, whereas for N-doped samples, the emission current
density increased to 103 μA/cm2 at only 1.47 V/μm.
Similar changes in the ﬁeld emission behavior upon nitrogen
doping in electrophoretically deposited graphene samples has
been observed by Rao et al.8 To calculate the ﬁeld enhancement
factor, β, we have used the following Fowler-Nordheim (FN)
equation

Figure 5. (a) Field emission characteristics of pristine and N-doped
FLGs. (b) Fowler-Nordheim plot of pristine and N-doped FLGs with
stability measurement of the N-doped sample measured over a period of 3 h.

bonding conﬁgurations inserted into the graphene network upon N
doping.
Figure 4c shows the normalized XPS valence band (VB)
spectra of pristine and N-doped FLGs along with the diﬀerence
of the two bands. Immediate observations from the valence band
spectra include signiﬁcant changes in the binding energy range of
5-15 eV accompanied by the appearance of new features at
approximately 26 and 32 eV. The peak at 26 eV is attributed to N
2s states.45-47 Even though the N/C atm.% ratio is only 0.07, the
high intensity of the signal suggests that the photoemission cross
section of N 2s and N 2p states are much higher than the carbon
states.45,48 In N-doped FLGs, the signal from the O 2s orbital at
approximately 32 eV can also be observed and is related to the
increased oxygen concentration upon N2 plasma treatment,
as observed in the XPS spectra as well.47 However, the VB
diﬀerence spectrum best illustrates the eﬀect of nitrogen doping
on FLGs. The diﬀerence spectrum contains positive features at
8.5 and 14 eV. The feature at 8.5 eV corresponds to changes in
the C 2p σ band and may be associated with the formation of
carbon nitrogen bonds.46,47 The feature at approximately 14 eV is
known to appear due to a mixture of s and p characters of the CN bond and are typically observed in nitrogenated carbon ﬁlms
with a graphitic structure.46,47 A negative feature obtained in the
region between 15 and 20 eV, centered at approximately 17.5 eV,
is a signature of the decrease in the number of C 2s bonds, which
is consistent with an increase in the intensity of the feature at 26
eV and the formation of C-N bonds.47,48 Also, the peak at
approximately 18 eV (C 2s states) shows an upshift upon N
doping to approximately 20 eV (shown by dotted lines in
Figure 4c) and has been explained previously via the substitution
of electron-rich nitrogen into the carbon network.49,50 The
substitution of electron-donating nitrogen into graphene sheets
induces a rise in the Fermi level by introducing a donor level near
the bottom of the conduction band.8,49,50 This rise in the Fermi
level corresponds to a reduction in the work function. The inset
of Figure 4c shows a signiﬁcant indication of the position of
Fermi level EF relative to the valence band edge. The π states
are evident as a broad band in the valenece band spectra. Even
though the cross section of the π electrons is low, it still is
suﬃcient to detect their valence band.51 In the case of pristine
FLGs, the upper π band edge is located at 3.7 eV below the EF.
For N-doped FLGs, the upper edge of the π band is shifted
toward the EF and is located at nearly 3.1 eV. This diﬀerence
in the photoemission threshold provides substantial evidence
of a change in the work function. Thus, the VB measurements
provide evidence of the rise of the Fermi level and a corresponding reduction in the work function via the formation of
carbon-nitrogen bonds.

J ¼ Aðβ2 E2 =jÞexpð - Bj3=2 =βEÞ

ð1Þ

where constant A is 1.54  10-10 A V-2 eV and constant B is
6.83  109 V m-1 eV-3/2. The work function, j, of FLGs is
assumed to be same as that of graphite at 5 eV. The value of the
ﬁeld enhancement factor (β) is calculated from the slope of the
high-ﬁeld and low-ﬁeld regions of the FN plot using the following
equation
β ¼ - ðBj3=2 Þ=slope

ð2Þ

Figure 5b shows the typical FN plot for both pristine and
N-doped FLG samples. For prisitine FLGs, the ﬁeld enhancement factors calculated are 815 and 4710 for the low-ﬁeld and
high-ﬁeld regions, respectively. Upon N doping, the ﬁeld enhancement factors increase to approximately 3120 and 17350 for
the low-ﬁeld and high-ﬁeld regions.
Qi et al. have reported on Ar plasma treatment on FLGs for
enhancement of their FE characteristics.6 Whereas the eﬀects of
Ar treatment are predominantly physical in nature, the eﬀects of
N2 plasma treatment are more complex in nature. In our case, the
enhancement of ﬁeld emission after N doping can be attributed
to both physical and chemical changes that occur during the ECR
treatment as well as the electrode geometry. As observed
previously from Raman measurements, microstructural changes
occur upon plasma treatment, which increases the eﬀective
number of defects present in the structure. It has been reported
previously that the increase in the number of defects can lead to
higher ﬁeld emission current.46,51 It is known that a considerable
increase in β can be attributed to the change in the geometrical
parameters of the ﬁeld emission sites and, in particular, to the
radius of curvature and the number density on the substrate.6
Upon N doping, the almost perfect basal planes of FLGs are
transformed into much more curved and bent layers. These local
distortions with high curvature can act as eﬀective sites for
electron emission. Because the ﬁeld ampliﬁcation factor, β, at
these sites is much higher, the overall eﬀect of this is such that the
N-doped FLGs can have a higher β value for both the low-ﬁeld
and the high-ﬁeld regions.11 However, this change in defect
density and local perturbations is not the only reason for
E
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enhanced ﬁeld emission. The chemical changes that occur upon
plasma treatment need to be taken into account as well.
Upon nitrogen plasma treatment, nitrogen atoms can incorporate into the honeycomb graphene matrix and it is possible for
them to substitute carbon atoms due to similarities in their
atomic radii (Figure 4d). One excess electron is supplied upon
the substitution of a carbon atom by the nitrogen atom, which
increases the electron concentration in the conduction band.
Although nitrogen doping has been shown to shift the Fermi
level to higher binding energy, thereby reducing the work
function, the grafted functionalities play an important role in
deciding the sample behavior.49 In the case of nitrogen-doped
carbon nanotubes, it has been previously reported that substitutional doping enhances the ﬁeld emission properties, whereas
pyridinic substitution produces a degradation in the ﬁeld emission properties.11,56 In our case, the amount of substitutional
doping is nearly twice that of pyridinic doping (based upon the
area under the peaks), which results in the enhanced ﬁeld
emission properties observed via a reduction in the work function. The abundance of appropriate substitutional nitrogen
doping sites along with eﬀective changes in the electronic DOS
and reduction in the work function of the doped FLGs improves
the ﬁeld emission properties as observed in Figure 5a. Thus for
FLGs, the enhancement of electron concentration by nitrogen
doping provides a route to enhanced and stabilized ﬁeld emission. These results are in agreement with those observed for
CNTs.
The stability of the ﬁeld emission current along with the low
turn-on ﬁelds are attractive prepositions for vacuum devices. The
inset of Figure 5b shows the stability of the ﬁeld emission current
measured over 10 000 s for N-doped samples. For N-doped
samples, a starting emission current of 50 μA was initiated at
approximately 1.27 V/μm. It can be clearly observed that there
are very little ﬂuctuations of the order of (10.7% recorded over
the 3 h period, with the measured current dropping by just 6% of
the initial value. Even though the N-doped FLGs show decreased
crystallinity as compared with pristine FLGs, they provide superior stability. For these samples, the short-term instability observed is due to adsorption and desorption of residual gas
molecules and adsorbed species. In N-doped FLGs, the plasma
treatment may produce ﬁlms that are essentially more uniformly
distributed in emission centers, and consequently, a more uniform and stable ﬁeld emission is observed. Also, the enhancement of the surface defects upon N-doping can produce defect
sites across the FLG sample surface, contributing toward the ﬁeld
emission current. Thus, due to an even distribution of the
emitting sites via N-doping, a stable ﬁeld emission behavior is
observed.

surface defects, as conﬁrmed by Raman spectroscopy and TEM
studies along with the changes, such as shifting of the Fermi level
to higher binding energies and a consequential reduction in the
work function, conﬁrmed by VB-XPS as well as Raman spectroscopy. The combined eﬀect of these factors leads to an
enhanced ﬁeld emission response and enhanced stability from
N2 plasma-treated FLGs. The above results suggest that nitrogen-doped few-layered graphene nanoﬂakes (FLGs) have great
potential as high-performance ﬁeld emitters.
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